DIFFICULTY :

QUESTIONS

1. What phrase is used to name plastic which only gets used once?

2. Find and copy the phrase that tells us something does not break down/ decompose and
return to the earth

3. According to the text, name two items you can buy which stop you from needing
to use plastic.

a.

b.

4. What is the beneﬁt of using public transport?

5. What does carbon footprint mean?

6. Why has the author included a link to a carbon footprint calculator?

7. How do you ‘oﬀset’ your carbon footprint?
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DIFFICULTY :

8. How many litres of water does it take to produce 1kg of meat?

9. In the paragraph, “Ask your adults about what energy you use”, what are the two contrasting types of energy you can use?

10. Why has the author given several website and postal addresses?

11. The author has tried to keep an upbeat, friendly tone in this article. Find one example
of this tone and explain why you have picked it (2 marks)

12. Tick the section you would ﬁnd the following information in:

Eat less
meat
An explanation about renewable energy
Houses of Parliament address
The benefits of a vegetarian diet
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ANSWERS

1. What phrase is used to name plastic which only gets used once?
Single-use plastic
2. Find and copy the phrase that tells us something does not break down/ decompose and
return to the earth
never disintegrates
3. According to the text, name two items you can buy which stop you from needing
to use plastic.
Beeswax wrap and metal water bottle
4. What is the beneﬁt of using public transport?
Using public transport means you use are not causing as much carbon emissions.
5. What does carbon footprint mean?
It means the total amount of greenhouse gases produced to directly and indirectly
support human activities, like flying or making food.
6. Why has the author included a link to a carbon footprint calculator?
The author wants to encourage you to try to work out carbon emissions you create
from a particular activity/ it helps to direct you to a place where you can take part in
some further research.
7. How do you ‘oﬀset’ your carbon footprint?
Choose any activity which neutralises your impact and makes a positive impact back
on the planet.
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8. How many litres of water does it take to produce 1kg of meat?
Between 5,000 and 20,000 litres of water
9. In the paragraph, “Ask your adults about what energy you use”, what are the two contrasting types of energy you can use?
Renewable and non-renewable
10. Why has the author given several website and postal addresses?
The author wants you to: go and research and find out further information/ wants to
encourage you to do something/ hopes you will write to your MP and campaign
further
11. The author has tried to keep an upbeat, friendly tone in this article. Find one example
of this tone and explain why you have picked it (2 marks)
Children’s choice and own reasoning.
Could be something along the lines of:
• They are trying to use humour to entertain and engage the reader e.g. “Find
your inner hippy and campaign”
• “So believe in yourself and know that you can make a difference!” – Lines like
this show the author is trying to empower the reader and help them to realise they
can make a difference.
12. Tick the section you would ﬁnd the following information in:

Eat less
meat
An explanation about renewable energy
Houses of Parliament address
The benefits of a vegetarian diet
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